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Abstract 

This article searches to demonstrate that human culture is 

characterized by the confrontation between individuals’ subjectivity 

and the collective culture to which we belong. This opposition is 

strained as that society becomes more diverse and complex, 

witnessing the emergence of censorship mechanisms. Through 

them, we seek to silence all opposition to a particular way of 

interpreting the world trying to gain hegemony in society. This 

article is a result of research conducted at the Observatory of 

Communication, Freedom of Expression and Censorship, of the 

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil (OBCOM-USP), which studies 

contemporary and classical processes of censorship and defends 

freedom of expression as an ethical value which has become 

increasingly important throughout history. 
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We, human beings, are cultural and symbolic animals. This means in short that in our 

recent past, and for various reasons, we had to renounce our natural way of living, 

growing up and reproducing. We have adopted new ways to exist which had in 

common not to be pre-determined by our genetic background, our instinctive 

knowledge, nor our biological baggage. Instead of this instinctivity inherent to all 

animals which enchants us as we observe the slow and logical weaving a spiderweb or 

the building of a beehive, we adopted artificial (non-natural), conventional ways of 

living. Such ways of living require to our descendants a long and costly process of 

internalization through education or acculturation. This transformation process is 

understood by some anthropologists as the passage from a state of nature to a state 



 

of culture. It has been constituted in the great saga of humans on Earth, consisting of 

merging our animal nature with complex and diverse cultural processes, under 

constant and never-ending construction. This painful process leaves important marks 

on human culture, expressed in the myths that report the moment we lost our 

integration with nature. The prime example here is the expulsion of Adam and Eve 

from the earthly Paradise, from which we would have found ourselves naked and 

mortal. Leaving Paradise and integrating a particular and diverse culture has been the 

challenge of humanity, which seeks to live together with two opposing trends: 

individuality and personal identity on the one hand, and collective life on the other 

hand. Within this struggle we build our history and seek our place in the world. As a 

result ways of life have proliferated as well as the typical diversity of the human, 

acclimatized to the a wide variety of spaces and times. 

This text deals with freedom of expression and censorship with such remote 

assumptions because without them one can not understand that we are beings of 

behavior not fully pre-predetermined by biology. In order to react to the stimuli of 

reality, we can choose different paths that meet both our individuality and our needs, 

even though such choices are influenced by the context and by our instincts. In this 

exercise of our power of choice, although very limited, we can recognize what we call 

free will or the ability to exercise freedom. 

Freedom is the feeling and the sense that we do not need to act in predetermined 

ways and can project our desires and needs, and to evaluate our conduct, anchoring it 

in a possible temporality. From this point of view, freedom is what feeds our existence 

and leads all the progress of humankind, making us radically different from other 

animals. This historical and anthropological process was only possible because the 

development of communication allowed the weft culture to become a space of struggle 

and negotiation between, on the one hand, the individualities composing the collective 

and, on the other hand, the strength and the necessity of legitimate and conventional 

forms of behavior and interpretations of the world. Exposing oneself, to express 

oneself and to intervene in culture has become a predominant form of affirmation of 

our personal identity and social transformation. Conservative collective forces and 

existing life systems turn against it. 

The ancient Greeks or Hellenes first identified this human condition, valuing and 

defending spaces of freedom and of individual statement, either by creating 

participatory political models, or by conceiving freedom as a human essential value. 

Socrates, who was sentenced to death for refusing to be unfaithful to himself, said  

that “the greatest good of a man is daily to converse about virtue, and all that 

concerning which you hear me examining myself and others”. And the philosopher 

continues: “the life which is unexamined is not worth living” (Platão, 1981 [circa 428-

347 a.C.]). Centuries later, we live a story of progress and setbacks in the search for 

defense and enhancement of our individuality and freedom, still fresh and constantly 

threatened goods.  

 

Between dialogue and silence 

We refer to the classical heritage because it inspired, in Western Modernity, the social 

movements that led to the Republic in defense of a society that values participation 

and affirmation of its freedom. Acting in a plural society, much more diverse than the 

Athenian world, contemporary social movements have also led to the idea of 

defending opinions, wishes and expressions of all, however different, combative and 

dangerous these opinions are or appear to be. That plurality, a diversity of ways of 



 

understanding and interpreting the world in a society guided by the conviviality of 

differences, has made the struggle for spaces and ways of saying every day more 

important. The media development and increasingly powerful machines regarding the 

possibility of transmission and circulation broadened, on the one hand, the importance 

of words, gestures, images, and secondly, the control mechanisms of the expression 

of critics, complaint and opposition. A daily struggle started being fought between 

those who fight for their views and those who seek to relegate these latter to silence. 

The last few centuries have succeeded in this fierce dispute between the right of every 

citizen to speak out and oppose, and the resources that society, particularly 

governments, creates for those who seek to interdict dialogue, confrontation, 

dissidence and criticism. 

The agencies of official censorship, state maintained in a number of political systems, 

allow us to understand how the struggle between expression and silence met the 

interests of those in power seeking to remain there. And in an increasingly extensive 

and diverse society, censorship, silencing and gagging become efficient resources of 

domination and manipulation. They seek to avoid, by different arguments, the 

examination of public life and a participatory society that Socrates, so many centuries 

ago, died defending.  

 

Defending the freedom of expression 

The Observatory of Communication, Freedom of Expression and Censorship of the 

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil (OBCOM-USP), is dedicated to the study of these issues 

and this history. It was created around the Miroel Silveira Archives [1], a set of 6,137 

cases of prior censorship to theatrical works, from 1930 to 1970, in the State of Sao 

Paulo, and are now under the custody of the Library of the USP' School of 

Communication and Arts. About a hundred of researches have been studying reasons, 

justifications and consequences of censorial acts thus recovering the history of 

censorship in Brazil, which began before the appearance of press, universities, 

education, theatrical arts, literature, and the country itself. Throughout our long 

journey of research, we have noticed an increase in censorship resources to all 

criticism and dissidence, whether in periods of dictatorship such as the Getúlio Vargas' 

New State (Estado Novo) and the military dictatorship of the 1960s and 1970s, or 

during periods seen as democratic as Juscelino Kubistchek’s Government. The 

manipulative ban against thought, from science to cultural and artistic production, has 

been a constant, giving rise to a censorial culture that resists the winds of freedom 

and political participation that sometimes blow through the lands of our country. 



 

 

Fig. 1: Miroel Silveira Archive, 6137 processes of previous censorship to teatrical arts, between 1930 and 
1970, in the São Paulo State. Source: OBCOM, 2016. 

 

Fig. 2: Miroel Silveira Archive, 6137 processes of previous censorship to teatrical arts, between 1930 and 
1970, in the São Paulo State. Source: OBCOM, 2016. 

 

Studies of prior censorship processes to theatrical arts produced by classical and 

institutional censorship, as well as the analysis of current resources for control and 

restriction of freedom of expression, such as the indicative classification, lawsuits, the 

boycott of unauthorized biographical works, economic censorship promoted by funding 

agencies, show tendencies that resist to time, succession in power and social 

transformation. Here are some of them: 

1. Althought freedom of expression is an unquestionable ethical and moral value, 

almost unanimous in general public opinion, people tend to resist and want to silence 

dissenting views, criticisms and oppositions. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 3 a 6: Censored text from the play Ben-Hur. Source: Archive, 2016. 

 



 

2. Censorship is a process spread in society only comprehensible if related to its 

political and historical context. In 1943, prior censorship promoted cuts in the 

theatrical play Ben-Hur [2], by Hilário de Almeida, on the Canticles with which Roman 

soldiers extolled Rome. The censors of Getúlio Vargas, who was then ahead of the 

New State, interdicted these manifestations that could suggest, in their opinion, a 

special appreciation of Brazil towards Mussolini's Rome. At that time, Vargas was 

trying to approach United States and their allies in international relations. It is thus 

evident that particular interests of the one who rules interfere in censorship and the 

veto historical conditions. 

 



 

 



 

 

Fig. 7 a 9: Censored text. Source: Archive, 2016. 

 



 

3. The reality that censorial processes claim to defend against the dangers of 

knowledge, information or enjoyment of an artistic work seems not to exist. It is a 

stereotype of society that censors would like triumphant and strongly defend as if it 

was universal. Among the more than six thousand cases of the Miroel Silveira 

Archives, the most cut word is “lover”, always referring to a woman who maintains 

sexual relations with a married man. Censors’ statements justify such cuts as in 

defense of Brazilian family. We know however how diverse have been family 

arrangements in our country since always, and how current are extramarital 

relationships. The Brazilian family advocated by censors is rather an ideal than a 

reality. 

4. Censorship expresses a quite outdated trend in Communication Sciences: the 

belief that words have the power to institute realities. Cultural Studies and research 

work on reception processes outlines that between the author’s intention and the 

appropriation by the receptor of the meaning of a text there is a complex process of 

mediation through which new meanings emerge complementing the communication 

process. Furthermore, cutting words does not change the whole text that is 

expressed, at a theatrical play, in gestures, physiognomic and facial expressions, and 

by the dramaturgical narrative. 

5. New media are making easier and more agile the society control on its 

behavioral and communicational manifestations. They make obsolete and unnecessary 

traditional resources of censorship, such as prior censorship of texts. New features 

such as censorship promoted by the managers of social networks control our forms of 

expression. On the other hand, digital technologies allow the common citizen 

individual expression as never before in History. 

 

Good news for hard times  

As seen, we are living in hard times within the fields of Communication Sciences and 

censorship studies. We must recognize that, as shown in the beginning of this text, 

censorship is as old as human culture. It comes from our peculiarity to develop a 

special way of being in the world, mediated by complex subjectivity and the required 

belonging to a plural and diverse culture, which continuously we oppose. In this 

struggle, censorship appears as the possibility to a certain worldview to become 

hegemonic and establish itself as the dominant form of interpreting reality. So 

censorial resources survived and improved in theocracies, monarchies, dictatorships 

and even in the republican most libertarian times.  

Individual freedom and the right to free expression in Western World are far more 

recent and are becoming a growing important, desired good. Over the past centuries, 

they have emerged as an ideal, an ethical value to be defended, achieved and 

improved. By creating more efficient ways to give voice to people, social groups and 

institutions, technological development meets the wish Socrates already recognized as 

able of giving meaning to life. 

Related to what I sought to expose, I thank the journal the opportunity to express 

results of our research, our questions and our wishes that hopefully are not only ours, 

but of the entire community. 

 



 

[1] Miroel Silveira was author, translator, producer, poet, director, besides drama teacher at the School of 
Communication and Arts of the University of São Paulo (ECA-USP). He lends his name to this 
documentation rescued, in the 1980s, from the Division of Censorship of the Department of Public 
Entertainment where it was waiting to be incinerated. 

[2] Ben-Hur is a dramaturgical text adapted from the eponymous movie based on the Lew Wallace's book. 
It tells the fight of a revolutionary Jewish man against the Roman Empire which occupied Palestine. 
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